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Cantius, ca 55 mya
The continent hopping habits of early primatesThe continent-hopping habits of early primates 
have long puzzled scientists, and several 
scenarios have been proposed to explain how 
the first true members of the group appeared 
virtually simultaneously on Asia Europe and

Paleocene-Eocene thermal maximum (PETM), 
one of the most rapid and extreme global warming

virtually simultaneously on Asia, Europe and 
North America some 55 million years ago.

one of the most rapid and extreme global warming 
events recorded in geologic history.

 Originated in Africa and spread across Europe and 
Greenland to reach North America.
 Originated in North America and traveled across a 
temporary land bridge connecting Siberia and Alaska. 
 Originated in Asia and fanned out eastward to North 
America and westward to Europe.



Darwinius masillae

• Ida
• Primate 

fossil fromfossil from 
Messel pit 
in Germanyin Germany

• Ca.47 M 
years oldyears old

Franzen et al., PloS One 2009



Primates

• Distinct group 
within the 
mammals



Placement of Darwinius among the primates

Darwinius

• Primate phylogeny



Which are our closest relatives?

Hominoidea Superfamily



•About 1 % of bp•About 1 % of bp 
differ between 
chimps and 
humans
•Proteins are 
extremely similar, 
but differences 
existexist
•Is it all in the 
regulatory 
sequence? 

Hominids have a very similar genomic organization! 



Human/ape split ca 5-8 MYA

Patterson et al., Nature 441, pp1103-1108



Evolution of homininsEvolution of hominins



Species uncertainty within the 
homininshominins

• Drawing species limits between fossils is veryDrawing species limits between fossils is very 
tricky

Lucy (Australopithecus afarensis)



A hominin radiation



The approximate temporal extent of named hominin 
taxa in the fossil recordtaxa in the fossil record



Australopithecus sediba
the dawn of Homo?- the dawn of Homo?

Additional fossils were described in 5 papers in September 9, 2011 issue of Science



http://www.mnh.si.edu

For most of the last 4 My, hominid species have co-occurred.
For example, Australopithecus boisei (left) and Homo ergasterp , p ( ) g

(right) 
both lived 1.7 Mya at Koobi Fora, Kenya.



First manufactured stone tools

Upright walking



Sahelanthropus tchadensis H. sapiens sapiensp
6-7 Mya
Not clear if it was bipedal
Some suggest this was ancestral to chimps

p p

Some suggest this was ancestral to chimps



A: Chimpanzee, modern
B: A africanus 2 6 My

H. H. ergaster, 1.75 My
I: H heidelbergensis 125K-300K

http://www.talkorigins.org

B: A. africanus, 2.6 My
C: A. africanus, 2.5 My
D: Homo habilis, 1.9 My
E H h bili 1 8 M

I: H. heidelbergensis, 125K-300K
J: H. s. neanderthalensis, 70K
K: H. s. neanderthalensis, 60K
L H d h l i 45KE: H. habilis, 1.8 My

F: H. rodolfensis, 1.8 My
G: H. erectus, 1.75 My

L: H. s. neanderthalensis, 45K
M. H. s. sapiens (Cro-Magnon), 30K
N. H. s. sapiens, modern









What makes humans human?

• Are there “quantitative” or just 
“qualitative” differences?q



How did we people Earth?

http://cseligman comhttp://cseligman.com

When?



The distribution of land masses at several points in 
geological time

~25 Mya



Homo erectus spread (~1.8 Mya) from Africa to Europe 
and Asia and evolved into H neanderthalensisand Asia and evolved into H. neanderthalensis



The movement of human populations from about 
50 000 to 10 000 years ago50,000 to 10,000 years ago





The “Hobbit”The Hobbit
• Homo floresiensis or diseased H. sapiens?

FlFlores

•Used most likely tools
T o skeletons from ca 80 000•Two skeletons from ca. 80,000 

and 17,000 years ago. 



Hypothesis: H. floresiensis is an 
island dwarf form that evolved 

from a hominin ancestorfrom a hominin ancestor 

• Problem: The “hobbit” brain is too smallProblem: The hobbit  brain is too small 
to be simply a scaled down sapiens or 
erectus brainerectus brain 

• But… dwarf species of hippos show a 
similar disproportionate reduction insimilar disproportionate reduction in 
brain size



Hobbit or modern human?Hobbit or modern human?

Gordon et al., PNAS 2008Gordon et al., PNAS 2008

• Shape analysis of cranial morphology



Foot of H. floresiensis combines 
basal and derived features

• Good for 
walking but 
not for 
running?



Is the foot too 
ancestral for 
H erectus?H. erectus?

• Cranial 
features are 
similar to 
Homo erectus



6.16(1)  Two hypotheses on the origin of modern humans



6.16(2)  Two hypotheses on the origin of modern humans



Biogeography of Homo sapiens

?



Tree based on mtDNA



The movement of human populations from about 
50,000 to 10,000 years agoy g



Can we really exclude sapiens-
d th l i i t b di ?neanderthalensis interbreeding?

Serre et al., 2004 PLoS Biology

No Evidence of Neandertal mtDNA ContributionNo Evidence of Neandertal mtDNA Contribution
to Early Modern Humans

• Just a matter of mtDNA sampling error?



A scientific revolution!

• Science 2010



• Oldest modern humans ca. 200,000 yrs old (Omo valley in 
ethiopia)



The genetics 
of becoming 

humanhuman
• We split from 

most recent 
living relative 
(chimp) a long 
time ago



Could four (or even five) species of 
homo co existed until 40 50KYA?homo co-existed until 40-50KYA?

• Reich et al., Nature 2010



Denisovans are a sister group 
t N d th lto Neanderthals

Neanderthal fossils

Genome sequence of finger bone

Modern humans

Phylogeny using multiple autosomal genes

• How can we explain the discrepancy?



Are the 
DenisovansDenisovans 

separate from 
thethe 

Neanderthals?

• Population history
• Tooth morphology



Homo neanderthalensis and 
hspeech

FOXP2 i th l th t i k (t d t ) t b• FOXP2 is the only gene that is known (to date) to be 
implicated in human speech
– Inactive copy leads to difficulties in speech (Broca’s aphasia)

• Neanderthals share unique human nonsynonymous 
mutations in this gene 



How the Neanderthal genome helps 
to find sapiens specific mutations

ChiChimp Neanderthal modern human
Ala Ala Leu

• Why do we need 
multiple genomes to 
be reasonablebe reasonable 
certain that a 
mutation is new to 
modern humans? Alamodern humans? Ala



Genes with sapiens-specific 
i id hamino acid exchanges 



Gene flow with 
neanderthalensis

• Only “out of 
Africa” humans 
show 
Neanderthal 
alleles!alleles!

• Gene flow after 
split and notsplit and not 
ancient 
polymorphismpo y o p s



European genome segments most 
similar to Neanderthals differ stronglysimilar to Neanderthals differ strongly 

from other human sequences

• Comparable 
results for Asian 
sequencesequence

• Now, more 
diversity outside y
of Africa than 
within!



What about 
flgene flow 

fromfrom 
Denisovans?
• Ca. 4% of Melanesian 

genome shows evidence 
of Denisovan introgression

• How do we explain this 
biogeographically?



Take Home Message

• Mitochondria good from tracking 
phylogeographyphylogeography.

• Genomics necessary to catch a glimpse 
of gene flowof gene flow.

• More diversity (of late) that we thought 
iblpossible.

• Many humans fossils are now submerged 
(last ice age; 80K to 11K ago).



Genetic Evidence of Geographical Groups among
Neanderthals – based on mitochondrial evidence.

Fabre et al., 2009 PloS One.




